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Numerical modelling of the
interaction between flexible net
panels and fluids using
SPH method
Qian Shi, Depeng Zhao, Dawen Xue, Ning Zhang,
Lifeng Zhang* and Yun Pan*

School of Naval Architecture and Maritime, Zhejiang Ocean University, Zhoushan, China
This study addresses the challenge of simulating fluid flow around flexible net

panels, which are critical components in aquaculture systems. Traditional grid-

based Eulerian methods struggle with the complex deformations and

interactions of such panels. To fill this gap, a numerical approach leveraging

the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is introduced. The

proposed approach employs a knot-spring model to represent the flexible net

panels. The nets are idealized as a structure of physical net-knots linked by virtual

elastic springs. The SPH method is used to simulate the fluid flow, capturing the

movement of the knots and the resulting deformation of the nets. The model's

parameters and numerical schemes are detailed, along with the implementation

process. The accuracy of the model is validated through comparisons with

existing experimental and simulation data. The results indicate that the SPH-

based approach accurately simulates the flow past flexible net panels, providing a

detailed velocity distribution and deformation analysis. The study's findings

demonstrate the potential of the SPH method for aquaculture engineering

applications. The proposed approach offers a promising alternative to

traditional methods, particularly in scenarios involving significant net

deformation or interaction with other objects. The implications for the design

and operation of aquaculture facilities are discussed, along with suggestions for

future research directions.
KEYWORDS

SPH method, flexible net panel, fluid-structure interaction, hydrodynamic drag
coefficient, flow-velocity reduction
1 Introduction

As the fundamental component in the aquaculture structures, the nets are of significant

importance to the aquaculture by maintaining the aquaculture space as well as preventing

fish from escaping. However, environmental loads such as currents and waves can pose

risks to the nets, leading to a reduction in the volume of the aquaculture space or even net

breakage, which can result in fish loss in aquaculture.
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To address these challenges, extensive experimental

investigations (Lader et al., 2007; Patursson et al., 2010; Tsukrov

et al., 2011; Bi et al., 2013, 2018; Tang et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2023)

focusing on the hydrodynamic drag and the drag coefficient of the

net panel structures have been conducted. Based on the

experimental results, computational methods have also been

developed to analyze the hydrodynamic loads on the net panel

structures. In general, two commonly used computational models

for predicting hydrodynamic forces on nets are the Morison model

(Løland, 1991; Zhao et al., 2007; DeCew et al., 2010) and the Screen

model (Balash et al., 2009; Kristiansen and Faltinsen, 2012; Cheng

et al., 2020). The Morison model represents the net as individual

twines using truss or spring elements, and the twines and knots are

assumed to be cylindrical and spherical units, respectively. The

hydrodynamic loads on each unit are calculated based on drag and

lift force coefficients, and the total unit forces on the net are

subsequently extracted as the loads on the nets. The Screen model

focuses on net panels or screens to calculate forces. Both models

require input of flow field velocity and utilize drag and lift force

formulas based on experimental coefficients.

Apart from hydrodynamic forces on the nets, the flow velocity

distribution around aquaculture structures has also attracted a

significant amount of attention. The presence of net structures

reduces flow velocity downstream of permeable nets, resulting in a

wake shielding effect (Lee et al., 2008; Patursson et al., 2010; Tang

et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2020; Sim

et al., 2021). In practical fish farming scenarios with multiple

aquaculture structures, nets at different positions experience

varying flow velocities, resulting in different forces due to the

velocity-squared relationship in the hydrodynamic force formula.

Furthermore, flow field characteristics determine the distribution of

nutrients, waste, and dissolved oxygen in fish farms (Bi et al., 2014),

making the investigation of flow fields around net structures as

much important as the hydrodynamic loads.

As a matter of fact, the interaction between nets and the fluid is

a two-way coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) process. The

nets are affected by the flow under currents and waves, and at the

same time, the nets, in turn, also affect the flow field, the coupled

interaction influences structural responses, global movement of

aquaculture structures, as well as flow characteristics, and

water exchange.

In recent years, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has

made significant advancements in addressing FSI problems,

offering flexible and cost-effective numerical simulations

compared to laboratory tests or field measurements. It is well

recognized that combining CFD simulations and structural

analyses can acquire more accurate structural responses than

utilizing only structural analyses (Bi et al., 2014; Yao et al.,

2016a). Additionally, results from CFD simulations provide

valuable insights into the understanding of nutrients and

materials transport (Oppedal et al., 2011; Alver et al., 2016) and

pollutant distribution (Xu and Qin, 2020) in fish farms, making

coupled FSI analyses a growing trend in hydrodynamic analyses of
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aquaculture net structures. Aiming at this, researchers have

proposed various numerical approaches to simulate the fluid-

structure coupling of nets. Bi et al. (2014) proposed a numerical

approach with Ansys-Fluent, the porous media model and the

lumped-mass model is combined to simulate the net motion and

deformation as well as the flow velocity reduction and downstream

shielding effects. In a similar vein, with the joint of CFD simulation

and structural analysis, Yao et al. (2016a); Yao et al. (2016b)

proposed a hybrid volume approach with mass-spring model and

the super elements model, simulations of rigid and flexible net cages

are carried out and detailed flow fields and net cage deformation are

provided. Numerical frameworks based on Reef3D and combining

screen force model, lumped mass models, and advanced simulation

techniques have been used to model aquaculture structures in waves

and currents (Martin et al., 2020a, 2022; Martin and Bihs, 2021).

Other approaches involve the use of OpenFOAM and Code_Aster

(Cheng et al., 2022), combining finite volume and finite element

methods to handle fluid-structure interactions of nets and cage

structures. The validation studies confirm that their simulation

model can achieve reliable results.

Nevertheless, there is still a need for the development of

methods to simulate the fluid-structure coupling of nets. In the

above simulations, either the Morison model or the screen model

are used for calculating the hydrodynamic forces, which require the

input of drag and lift force coefficients. The coefficients are typically

determined from experimental data and additional data-fitting

algorithm, and this reliance on force coefficients may introduce

uncertainty and sensitivity in the results. In addition, the simulation

approaches mentioned above primarily rely on mesh-based

methods. Although mesh-based simulations may be feasible in

FSI problem of the nets, it can encounter challenges and

limitations when dealing with the remeshing process of the

structure and flow field when the nets deform, especially in large

deformation. The mesh generation of the net structure is inherently

challenging, and moreover, the remeshing process usually requires a

significant amount of computational resources and time, and even

may introduce inaccuracies or simulation failures such as mesh

distortion in cases of large deformations.

In contrast, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) a mesh-

free technique based on a pure Lagrangian description. Originally

developed for astrophysical applications by Lucy (1977) and

Gingold and Monaghan (1977), it has been widely adapted to a

range of problems in various disciplines. In this Lagrangian particle-

based approach, the fluid and solid parts are modeled as a set of

interacting particles that can move and evolve in space. Each

particle represents small volumes of fluid and solid, their

interactions are calculated to simulate the overall behavior, the

fluid and solid properties such as density, pressure, and velocity are

associated with each particle. The continuity, momentum, energy

and equations are discretized and solved on these particles. As a

mesh-free technique, the main advantage of the SPH method is to

bypass the need for the numerical mesh to calculate spatial

derivatives and avoid the problems associated with mesh tangling
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and distortion. Thus, the SPH method is particularly suitable for

simulating fluid flows with complex geometries, deformations, and

interactions. It can handle free surfaces, breakups, and merging of

fluid elements, making it an effective tool for various applications

such as fluid mechanics, computational fluid dynamics, and

computer graphics.

In light of the above discussion, the objective of the study is to

develop a numerical model based on SPH method to simulate the

fluid-structure interaction between net panels and fluids. The model

is demonstrated through various test cases, including rigid nets,

flexible net motion, and fluid-structure interactions. The paper

presents details of the numerical fluid and net models, followed

by results from validation cases that assess the model’s

performance. Finally, the study concludes with a summary of

findings and potential directions for future research.
2 Numerical approach

2.1 SPH methods and DualSPHysics

As mentioned above, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics is a

fully Lagrangian and mesh-free method which is widely applied in

the field of solid and fluid mechanics. DualSPHysics is an open-

source code based on the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)

method. The DualSPHysics code (Crespo et al., 2015) was

developed as an extension of the SPHysics code, and has been

employed for studying various phenomena such as free-surface flow

and fluid-structure interaction, etc. DualSPHysics was specifically

designed to address real engineering problems, offering the

flexibility to run on both CPUs and GPUs. It is capable of

simulating systems with millions of particles within reasonable

computation time, which provides a powerful tool for analyzing

complex fluid dynamics scenarios.

In the open source code DualSPHysics, the following governing

equations have been implemented.

dra
dt

= va

dva
dt = −o

b

mb(
Pb + Pa
rb · ra

+
Y

ab )ma Wab + g

dra
dt

=o
b

mb(va − vb)ma Wab + 2dhco
b

(rb − ra)
rab ·maWab

r2ab

mb

rb

Where t represents time, r, position, v, velocity, P, pressure, r,
density, m, mass, c speed of sound, g, the gravitational acceleration

and
Q

ab the viscous term. The kernel function, Wab, depends on

the normalised distance between particles a and b. The Quintic

kernel was adopted for the present study. The artificial viscosity is

used here (∏ab). In addition, the density diffusion formulation

proposed by Molteni and Colagrossi (2009) is applied.

The system is closed by the addition of Tait’s equation of state

P = B½( r
r0

)g − 1�

where g =7 is the polytropic constant and B = c20r0=g , r0 is the
reference density and c0 the numerical speed of sound. More details
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about formulation can be found in Crespo et al. (2015) and more

particular parameters that have been used in the simulations of this

work can be found in Tan et al. (2023).
2.2 Net panel model

In aquaculture structures, nets typically consist of a large

number of individual twines, thus directly modeling each twine

can be computationally impractical. For improving the calculation

efficiency while maintaining the similarity of the physical model, the

mesh grouping method (Bessonneau and Marichal, 1998; Huang

et al., 2019), which is a replacement of multiple meshes with less

number of equivalent meshes, is commonly used in the numerical

simulation and physical model test of net structures. In this

approach, an equivalent net model is used to represent the actual

prototype net in the simulation. The net solidity of the equivalent

net model is set as the same of the prototype net.

By selecting an appropriate mesh grouping factor (l), which
represents the ratio between the twine length of the numerical net

(ls) and the actual net (l0), accurate results for analyzing the

hydrodynamics of nets can be obtained while significantly

improving the calculation speed. Using the mesh grouping

method allows for more efficient simulations of net structures,

reducing the computational burden while preserving the essential

characteristics of the nets. This approach provides a practical and

effective means of studying the hydrodynamics of nets in

aquaculture systems.

After mesh grouping, as shown in Figure 1, in this study, the net

is considered to be composed of multiple cruciform elements, and

each cruciform element of the net is treated as an individual object,

which is regarded as the physical net-knot with mass and volume,

the net-knots are connected through virtual springs without mass

and volume. In this model, all external forces such as drag, gravity,

and buoyancy, are concentrated solely on the net-knots. The virtual

springs represent internal forces resulting from the elasticity of the

springs between the knots. By considering the net as a collection of

net-knots connected by virtual springs, the model captures the

essential behavior of the net’s deformation and response to external

forces. This approach allows for the accurate simulation of the net’s

dynamics while maintaining computational efficiency.
2.3 Equation of motion of the knots

The movement of the net-knots makes the deformation of the

entire flexible net structure. The total force acting on the net,

denoted as F, can be divided into the internal and external forces.

The internal force arises from the elasticity of the springs that

connect the net-knots, these forces are responsible for maintaining

the structural integrity of the net and are derived from the

interactions between neighboring knots.

On the other hand, the external forces encompass various

factors such as drag, gravity, and buoyancy. These forces act on

each individual net-knot and contribute to the overall behavior of

the net.
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The basic form of the movement equation of each knot is

m€q = Fd + Fg + Fb + Fi

wherem is for mass of the knot, q for the time-dependent vector

of nodal displacements, Fd for the hydrodynamic drag acting on the

knots, Fg is the gravity, and Fb for buoyancy forces.

For the internal force, it is considered proportional to a degree

of displacement. The internal force can be described as

Fi = −kn( rj j − l0)

where k is for the stiffness of the spring, n for the unit vector

along the line of spring, r for the position vector between the

neighboring knots, rj j for magnitude of the position vector, and l0
for the original spring length.

External forces, which work on each of the net-knots from the

outside environment, are the drag, buoyancy and gravity force. It is

worth noting that in this study, since the springs are regarded as

massless and without volume, the external forces primarily act on

the net knots, especially with regard to the hydrodynamic drag

resulting from fluid interactions. As shown in Figure 2, the black

circles and yellow circles represent fluid particles and net knot

particles, respectively, while the red circle stands for the support

domain of each target particle i, and the particle j is the neighboring

particle in the support domain of particle i. When the particle j is

outside the support domain of particle i, the interaction cannot be

considered, which means particle j has no influence on particle i.

Thus, for the fluid particles fall into the support domain of the knot
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
particle i, the force density acting on the knot particle i from the

fluid particles can be calculated as

fi =o
j
mj

pi
r2
i
+
pj
r2
j

 !
mWij +o

j
mij(vi − vj) ·mWij

Where fi represents the force density vector acting on the knot

particle i, mij is the viscosity coefficient of fluid particle j acting on

particle i. vi and vj are the velocity vectors of particle i and particle

j, respectively.

In this way, the hydrodynamic drag can be directly calculated

based on the integration of pressure and viscous force over the knot

area, without relying on specific hydrodynamic force formula.

As for the springs, it is modeled within Moordyn module, which

is already coupled in DualSPHysics codes. With this module, the

main task to model the net is to write a script for creating of the

knot geometry, the arrangement of net knots and the connections

between them with mooring lines (stand for the springs). The

coupling procedure of fluids and net-knots is shown in Figure 3.

The fluid and knot in the computational domain are first discretized

as particles and initialized with their own properties. The governing

equations of continuum mechanics based on SPH method are

solved first in every time step. The motions and rotations are

then passed to MoorDyn and used as input for the mooring line

fairlead kinematics. MoorDyn solves the mooring line behaviour

during the time step, computes the forces at the fairlead

connections, which are transferred back to DualSPHysics. The

internal forces of the mooring lines are added in DualSPHysics to
FIGURE 2

The sketch for the particle interactions between fluids and
net knots.
FIGURE 3

Flow chart of the two-way coupling procedure between the fluids
and net knots within DualSPHysics and MoorDyn.
B C DA

FIGURE 1

Illustration of nets in an aquaculture structure, mesh grouping process and knot-spring model in this study. (A) actual aquaculture net (B) equivalent
net in simulation (C) net cruciform elements (D) knot-spring model.
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obtain the final resulting force acting onto the knots. Thus, the

parameters of every particle are updated to the next timestep.
3 Validation of the numerical model

3.1 Determination of the net-knot shape

The accuracy of the simulation relies on accurately representing

the cruciform elements of the net through the net-knots, as the

movements of these knots determine the net’s deformation. It is

crucial to ensure that the net-knot structure possesses equivalent

mass, weight, and environmental loads as the original

cruciform elements.

To achieve this, the net-knots need to experience the same

hydrodynamic drag, gravity, buoyancy forces, and elastic forces

from the springs as the forces exerted on the cruciform elements.

Typically, the knot is approximated as a sphere, but maintaining the

same forces becomes challenging with this shape. To address this,

the first focus of this part is on examining the equivalent knot shape

and size of a single cruciform element structure in the net panel. On

this basis, to account for the interaction among the net twines, the

equivalent knot shape of the net panel composed of multiple

cruciform elements are tested.
3.1.1 Single cruciform element equivalence
Three different shapes (sphere, circular plate, and square plate)

are tested as representations of the cruciform elements.

Experimental investigations (Lader et al., 2014) and numerical

studies (Bi et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2022) have been conducted

on the cruciform structures. Detailed geometric dimensions of the

elements are shown in Figure 4 and Table 1.

Maintaining the same gravity and buoyancy between the knots

and the cruciform elements can be achieved by ensuring they have

the same volume. However, the hydrodynamic drag is influenced
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
not only by the drag coefficients of the knot structure but also by the

projected area. In order to study the hydrodynamics and flow

around the four element structures, the DualSPHysics code is

employed in this study. As depicted in Figure 5, the net element

is positioned at the origin of a 3D Cartesian coordinate system. The

computational domain is 4m×2m×2m, which is equivalent to 80d ×

40d × 40d. The net elements and the walls are discretized using

modified dynamic boundary (English et al., 2022) particles, the

uniform-size particle strategy is considered to ensure the accuracy

of the flow field in the wake and the far-field area, and the particle

spacing dp is set to 0.005m, resulting in approximately 100 particles

in the cross section of the cruciform element, and a total of

approximately 1.28 × 108 SPH particles. Thanks to the GPU

version of DualSPHysics and a Tesla A100 (80G) GPU-card, it is

able to speed up the simulation in 22.5 hours of real time to model 1

second of physical time.

The fluid domain is set with open boundary conditions (Tafuni

et al., 2018) for the inlet and outlet. The inlet zone, referred to as

Buffer 1, has the same height as the fluid domain and a width of four

particle layers. This is done to enforce full kernel support during the

particle approximation. A Dirichlet boundary condition for the

velocity is imposed in the inlet zone, with the x-velocity set to a

constant value U∞. The outlet zone, Buffer 2, has the same
TABLE 1 Geometric dimensions of the net elements with
different shapes.

Shape
Characteristic

size
Volume

Projected
area

Cruciform l = 40 cm, d = 5 cm 1472.6 cm3 375 cm2

Sphere d = 14.115 cm 1472.5 cm3 156.5 cm2

Circular
plate

d = 21.851 cm, t
=3.927 cm

1472.6 cm3 375 cm2

Square
plate

l = 19.365 cm, t
=3.927 cm

1472.6 cm3 375 cm2
FIGURE 4

The net model with different configurations: the cruciform element and the equivalent knot shapes(up); a net panel with 5×5 net twines and its
equivalent net model using different knot shapes(bottom).
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dimensions as Buffer 1, and the velocity of the outlet particles is

obtained by extrapolating the fluid velocity at the respective ghost

nodes and applying the linear correction. In order to minimize

boundary effects, the top, bottom, front and back sides of the

domain are set as moving wall condition with the velocity of U∞,

and periodic boundary conditions are applied to avoid the solid wall

particles moving out of the domain. The smoothing length is set to h

= 1.5 dp. Particle shifting and delta-SPH are utilized, with the

former being particularly important for achieving a near-uniform

particle distribution in the wake (Figure 6), and the latter used to

reduce oscillations in the density field inherent to the SPH method.

Based on the previous experiments (Lader et al., 2014) and

simulations (Bi et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2022), four velocities (U∞ =

0.41, 0.60, 0.80, 1.01 m/s) of the inflow are tested. The drag

coefficient results for the cruciform element are compared

between the existing data and current simulation in Figure 7.

Overall, the drag coefficients of the cruciform element differ by

0.95−6.67% between the experimental results from Lader et al.

(2014) and 2.92−15.77% on average between the numerical results

from Bi et al. (2017) and Wang et al. (2022). Despite these

differences, the discrepancies are small, indicating the simulation

method is acceptable for further study.

In addition, a comparison of the drag coefficient and the

hydrodynamic drags among different net element structures is

presented in Table 2. It can be found that the drag coefficient of

the cruciform element is close to 1, while the sphere element has a

drag coefficient close to 0.5, and the circular and square plate
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
elements have drag coefficient near 1.1. Considering the projected

area in the streamwise direction, due to the smaller drag coefficient

and projected area, the hydrodynamic drag of the sphere element is

significantly smaller than that of cruciform element. The drag of the

circular and square plate element is similar to that of the cruciform

element. Overall, the hydrodynamic drag varies by 4.46−12.26%

between the cruciform and the square plate elements, with the

smallest difference observed among the three net element shapes.

3.1.2 Multiple cruciform elements equivalence
To account for the interaction among the net twines, it is

necessary to study the flowfield and hydrodynamics of multiple

cruciform elements, and meanwhile the equivalent knot shape of

the net panel composed of multiple cruciform elements are also

tested. In order to conserve computational resources and enhance

computational efficiency, a simple 0.1m ×0.1m net panel with a 5×5

net twines is specifically chosen in this study as shown in Figure 4.

The twine length(l0) and diameter(d0) of the net panel is 2cm and

0.35cm, respectively, resulting a solidity Sn =
2d0
l0
− d0

l0

� �2
= 0:32.

Based on the equivalent method mentioned in last section, the

sizes of each equivalent net model using different knot shapes are as

follows, the diameter for the sphere-shaped knot is 0.88cm, the

diameter and thickness for the circle plate-shaped knot is 1.27cm

and 0.27cm, while the side length for the square plate-shaped knot

is 1.13cm and 0.27cm. To test the hydrodynamic performance and

flow characteristics of each net model, four simulations are carried

out where each net panel is vertically positioned in the center of a

numerical flume experiencing a current speed of 0.5 m/s.

The flow velocity distributions on the symmetric plane for

different net model simulations are depicted in Figure 8. For the

original net panel, the fluid is accelerated around the cruciform

elements, while it slows down in the regions upstream and

downstream of the net panel. The wake extends a considerable

distance downstream of the net, with a width slightly greater than

the projected width of the net panel. Compared for the equivalent

nets, the flow field distribution is generally similar, except for the
FIGURE 6

Streamlines on the symmetric plane.
FIGURE 7

Drag coefficient vs. Inflow velocity on a cruciform element.
FIGURE 5

Computational domain of the net element.
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net with sphere-shaped knots, which shows a significant difference.

The reason can be attributed to the factors discussed in last section:

the sphere-shaped knot has a lower drag coefficient, and the smaller

projected area of the sphere knots, which leads to a less

hydrodynamic drag. The weak interaction between the net panel

and the fluid will, thus, lead to a less distinct wake effect.

The hydrodynamic drag for different net models is depicted in

Figure 9, the drag on the original net panel, which consists of

cruciform elements, is approximately 0.6N. According to the

hydrodynamic drag calculation formula, Fd =
1
2 Cdru2∞A, the drag

coefficient for the net panel is 0.48, which is in accordance with the
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
investigation of Føre et al. (2020). In comparison, the

hydrodynamic drag for the sphere-shaped knot net is significantly

smaller as explained previously. However, nets with circle and

square plate-shaped knots experience quite larger hydrodynamic

drag, approximately 1.45 times the drag of the original net with

cruciform elements. The authors attribute this discrepancy to the

difference in net solidities between the original net and

the numerical equivalent net model. As shown in Figure 4, the

original 0.1m×0.1m net is modeled by 36 circle or square plate-

shaped knot elements. It should be noted that in the numerical

model, a cruciform element of the net panel is equivalent to a net
TABLE 2 Hydrodynamic parameters of different net element structures.

Shape
Inflow velocity

(m/s)
Reynolds number

(-)
Drag coefficient

(-)
Hydrodynamic dra

(N)

Cruciform

0.41 2.05×104 1.03 3.34

0.60 3×104 0.98 7.56

0.80 4×104 0.97 12.48

1.01 5.05×104 0.94 19.32

Sphere

0.41 5.79×104 0.58 0.76

0.60 8.47×104 0.55 1.55

0.80 1.12×105 0.52 2.60

1.01 1.43×105 0.51 4.07

Circular plate

0.41 8.96×104 1.21 3.81

0.60 1.31×105 1.15 7.76

0.80 1.75×105 1.13 13.56

1.01 2.21×105 1.10 21.04

Square plate

0.41 7.94×104 1.19 3.75

0.60 1.16×105 1.17 7.90

0.80 1.55×105 1.11 13.32

1.01 1.96×105 1.08 20.85
g

FIGURE 8

Flow velocity distribution on the symmetric plane for different net models.
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knot structure. This simplification works well for the internal net

with a complete cruciform shape, but for the four boundary edges,

due to the incomplete cruciform element, using the same circle or

square plate knot structure for the boundary nets will result in the

increased net solidity. Thus, the ratio of the projected area of the

circle or square knots to the outline area of the net panel, i. e., the

net solidity, is Sn =
APr oj

A = 36�0:0113�0:0113
0:1�0:1 ≈ 0:46, which is almost 1.4

times the original net, resulting in a reasonable value for the higher

hydrodynamic drags. One potential approach to address this issue

that readily comes to mind is to adjust the size and shape of the

equivalent knots that represent the boundary nets. However, the

determination of these parameters is an important topic for future

research, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

From the perspective of flowfield characteristics and

hydrodynamic drag, both the circle and square plate-shaped

knots appear acceptable for representing the net cruciform

elements. However, in the extreme case where the characteristic

length of the cruciform element (d) equals the length of the net

element (l), resulting in a solidity of 1, the net structure becomes

non-permeable and forms a solid square plate. Therefore, it is

reasonable to conclude that the square plate structure is the best to

represent the net cruciform element. For the subsequent study, the

square plate shape is chosen as the net-knot structure.
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
3.2 Hydrodynamics of a rigid net

In this section, the experiment study conducted by Patursson

et al. (2010) and simulation study is used as a reference to validate

the present simulating method. The focus is on comparing the

hydrodynamic drag coefficient and the flow velocities behind a rigid

net panel under several inflow velocities and attack angles with the

experiment data.

3.2.1 Case setup
According to Patursson et al. (2010), the rigid net in the

experiment is made of a 1 m by 1 m knotless nylon net with

twine diameter d0 = 2.8mm, twine length l0 = 29mm, and the solidity

Sn =
2d0
l0
− d0

l0

� �2
= 0:184. In this study, according to Martin et al.

(2020b), a mesh grouping factor l = 3.45 is used, which makes the

numerical net with twine diameter ds = 9.7mm, twine length ls=

100mm. After that, based on the previous section, a square plate

knot structure with l= 42.89mm, t= 7.97mm is are used to represent

the cruciform element, which results in the original net being

composed of 121 knot elements arranged in a square plate pattern.

The computational domain of 4.5m × 3.66m × 2.44m is shown

in Figure 10, and the geometrical center of the net is kept at (1m,

1.83m, 1.22m). Similar with last section, the inlet and outlet of the

fluid is set as open boundary conditions, four different inflow

velocities (0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75m/s) and two different angles of

attack, i.e. a = 90° and 45° are investigated. Here, 90° indicates that

the flow is aligned with the normal direction of a net panel. The

uniform-size particle of dp is set to 0.0065m, result in a total SPH

particles of 1.46 × 108.
FIGURE 9

Hydrodynamic drag on different net models.
FIGURE 10

Computational domain of the rigid net.
BA

FIGURE 11

Velocity field on the symmetric plane in steady current flow for u∞= 0.25 m/s (A) a = 90°. (B) a = 45°.
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3.2.2 Results and discussion
Figure 11 illustrates the velocity contour slice of the domain

through the symmetry plane for a= 90° and 45°, with an inflow

velocity of u∞ = 0:25m=s. In the case of a = 90°, the fluid is

accelerated around the net panel, while it slows down in the

region upstream and downstream of the net. The wake of the net

is clearly observed, extending for a considerable distance behind the

net panel and exhibiting a width similar to the projected width of

the net panel. As the angle of attack decreases from 90° to 45°, due

to the weakening interaction between the fluid and the net panel,

the flow acceleration around the net decreases, resulting in a

decrease in the maximum flow velocity. Additionally, the extent

of the wake reduces as the angle of attack decreases.

Figure 12 presents the comparison between experimental

(Patursson et al., 2010) and numerical drag coefficients for the

different inflow velocities at two angles of attack. The hydrodynamic

drag coefficients on nets are calculated as

Cd =
Fd

0:5ru2∞A

where Fd is the hydrodynamic drag on the net, r is the fluid

density, u∞ is inflow velocity and A is the outline area of the

net panel.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the computed drag coefficient

decreases with the increasing inflow velocity, which is in accordance

with the experiment results. However, the computed drag

coefficients are slightly higher than the experimental

measurements for all the simulated cases, ranging from

approximately 1.2 to 1.3 times the experimental values. As

explained in last section, the authors attribute this discrepancy to

the difference in net solidities between the actual net and the present

numerical net model. To be specific, the original 1m×1m net is

modeled by 121 square plat knot elements with a side length of

42.89mm (Figure 10), as a result, the ratio of the projected area of

the knots to the outline area of the net panel, i. e., the net solidity,
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Sn =
APr oj

A = 0:223. The solidity of the numerical net is 1.21 times the

actual net in the experiments, which results in a reasonable value for

the slightly elevated calculated coefficients.

The distribution of the streamwise velocity through the net

panel is shown in Figure 13. It clearly shows the momentum loss of

the fluid through the front and back of the net. The interaction

between the fluid and the net panel causes a continuous reduction

in flow velocity, which starts in front of the net, extends through the

net panel, and persists for some distance behind the net until

reaching a level approximately 20% lower than the incoming

flow. After that, the flow velocity gradually recovers to the

magnitude of the free stream velocity. As the angle of attack

decreases from 90° to 45°, the weakened interaction between the

fluid and the net panel causes a weaker momentum loss behind the

net panel. The computed velocity at the probe 2.5m behind the net

panel is slightly higher than the measured velocity by Patursson

et al. (2010). The maximum deviation between the numerical and

experimental velocity is 2.3%, which indicates that the velocity

reduction behind the net is predicted well by the numerical model.
3.3 Hydrodynamics and deformation of a
flexible net

3.3.1 Case setup
The simulation case for the flexible net is based on the

experiments conducted by Bi et al. (2014). In their study, a

knotless polyethylene net measuring 0.3m × 0.3m with 15 meshes

in width and 15 meshes in height was tested. The twine diameter

was 2.6mm, and the twine length was 20mm. The net was

positioned vertically in the water, with its width centered in the

flume. The top of the net panel was attached to a fixed steel bar,

while a sinker system consisting of a 0.3m long, 6mm diameter steel

bar with a density of 8610 kg/m3 was mounted at the bottom of the

net. The experiments were carried out in a flume of 0.45m wide with

0.4m water depth.
FIGURE 12

Drag coefficients for different inflow velocities.
FIGURE 13

Streamwise velocity distribution along the centerline through the
net panel for u∞= 0.25 m/s.
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Similarly, in the simulation, the numerical net is represented by

square plate knot structures with dimensions of l =10.19mm,

t =2.04mm, resulting a net solidity of Sn = 0:258, which is almost

the same as the actual net( Sn = 0:26). The computational domain is

1.3m × 0.45m × 0.4m. The simulation domain and the net model is

shown in Figures 14 and 15. Similar to the previous section, open

boundary conditions are set at the inlet and outlet of the fluid, two

inflow velocity conditions of 0.17 and 0.226m/s are tested. The

uniform-size particle of dp is set to 0.0012m, result in a total SPH

particles of 1.35 × 108.

3.3.2 Results and discussion
The drag forces acting on the flexible net at different inflow

velocities are compared with the experimental and simulated data

by Bi et al. (2014). As shown in Table 3, in general, the present

numerical results are in accordance with the reference data, with a

maximum relative error of 10% between their experimental results

and a maximum relative error of 8% between their simulations.

However, the calculated drag forces are slightly greater than the

corresponding data, resulting a larger deformation of the net panel

(see Figure 16). One possible explanation for this overestimation is

the difference in net material parameters between the modeled net

and the original net. While the net solidity in the numerical model

closely matches that of the actual net, other material properties such

as density and elasticity modulus may differ. Unfortunately, these
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specific parameters were not provided in the study by Bi et al.

(2014), which limits our ability to precisely match the material

behavior in the simulations.

The comparisons of the deformation of a single flexible net

between different simulations and experiment is shown in

Figure 16, where the net structures are modeled using lumped-

mass method in Bi et al. (2014) and finite element method in Cheng

et al. (2022). It is observed that the deformation of the net is slightly

larger than that predicted by Bi’s model as mentioned in the

previous section. However, it is in a better agreement between the

present simulation and Cheng’s simulation as well the laboratory

experiments. This provides confidence in the accuracy of the

numerical model for simulating the interaction between flow and

flexible nets.

In addition to the drag force and deformation of the flexible net,

the flow field around the net is also presented. The contour plots in

Figures 17, 18 demonstrate the flow characteristics on the

horizontal symmetric plane and the vertical symmetric plane.

Due to the blockage effect of the net, the fluid is accelerated

around and beneath the net panel, while it decelerates in the

upstream and downstream regions. There is a small region of the

velocity reduction upstream of the net, while a rather large velocity

reduction wake region is observed downstream the net, indicating

the pronounced shielding effect of the net. The wake region near the

net is slightly wider than the projected width of the net panel and it

becomes narrower along the centerline with increasing distance

from the flexible net.
FIGURE 15

Sketch of the flexible net panel: Experiment model (left, Bi et al., 2014); Numerical model (right).
TABLE 3 Comparison of the drag force on the single net panel.

Drag
Force
(N)

Inflow
velocity
u∞ (m/s)

Experiment
data
Bi

et al. (2014)

Simulation
results

Bi
et al. (2014)

Present
study

0.17 0.567 0.596 0.624

0.226 0.918 0.912 0.985
FIGURE 14

Computational domain of the flow past single flexible net.
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Figure 19 shows the velocity distribution in front of and

downstream the single net. The interaction between the fluid and

the net panel leads to the reduction of the current velocity, reaching

a level approximately 10%–15% lower than the incoming flow.

Beyond this point, the current velocity gradually increases to match

the magnitude of the free stream velocity. The flow velocity

obtained from the present study is in good agreement with the

experimental data and simulations. The maximum difference

between the present results and the experimental and simulation

data is 6.5%. Comparing the momentum loss of the flow between

case 3.2 (rigid net) and case 3.3 (flexible net), it is observed that the

velocity of the flexible nets is higher than that of the rigid nets. This
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
indicates that the flexible net exhibits a lesser shielding effect due to

the deformation of the net panel.
3.4 Hydrodynamics and deformation of
two flexible nets

3.4.1 Case setup
The final simulation case is the flow past two flexible nets, and it

is also based on Bi et al. (2014). The configuration of the two nets

are the same as described in section 3.3, with a spacing distance of

0.3m, as shown in Figure 20. The numerical results obtained from
BA

FIGURE 16

Deformation of a single flexible net for inflow velocity of 0.226 m/s: (A) Comparison between different simulation results. (B) Experimental results by
Bi et al. (2014).
BA

FIGURE 17

Flow-velocity distribution around a single flexible net for inflow velocity of 0.17 m/s: (A) contours on the horizontal plane of Z = -0.15 m and (B)
contours on the vertical plane of Y= 0 m.
BA

FIGURE 18

Flow-velocity distribution around a single flexible net for inflow velocity of 0.226 m/s: (A) contours on the horizontal plane of Z = -0.15 m and (B)
contours on the vertical plane of Y= 0 m.
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FIGURE 19

Comparison of the flow velocity distribution in front of and
downstream the single net.
B

A

FIGURE 21

Deformation of two single flexible nets for inflow velocity of 0.226 m/s: (A) Comparison between different simulation results. (B) Experimental results
by Bi et al. (2014).
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FIGURE 20

Computational domain of the flow past two flexible nets.
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this simulation will be validated using the experiments and

simulations described earlier.

3.4.2 Results and discussion
As shown in Figure 21, the presented model can reproduce the

results from Bi et al. (2014) and Cheng et al. (2022) in

the deformations of the two flexible net panels. Comparing the

numerical results with those of Bi and Cheng, it is observed that the

predicted deformation of the first net in the present study is slightly

larger, while the deformation of the second net is slightly smaller. As

discussed in section 3.3, the calculated drag force on the first net in

this study is slightly higher than that predicted by Bi and Cheng’s

models, indicating a stronger interaction between the current and

the first net, resulting in a larger deformation. Consequently, the

velocity reduction in the wake of the first net is greater, leading to a

slower flow velocity upstream of the second net and consequently a

smaller deformation of the second net. Overall, the present

simulation exhibits good agreement with the numerical and

experimental results.

Figures 22, 23 show the flow field around the two flexible net

panels on the horizontal plane of Z = -0.15 m and the vertical plane

of Y= 0 m. It can be observed that the flow velocity increases

obviously below and on both sides of the net panels, while decreases

after the flow passes each net panel. Comparing the cases of velocity

between 0.17m/s and 0.226 m/s, it can be found that the

deformation of the nets becomes larger as the current velocity

increases, indicating a stronger interaction between the flow and net

panels. Furthermore, there are significant differences in the

deformations of the two flexible nets for both cases. This

discrepancy highlights the shielding effects caused by the

upstream net on the downstream net. In other words, the
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deformation of the downstream net is much smaller than that of

the upstream net.

Figure 24 illustrates the comparison of the flow velocity

distribution in front of and downstream of the two nets. An

obvious reduction in flow velocity is observed along the line

passing through the two flexible nets in the streamwise direction.

The maximum difference between the present results and Bi’s data

is approximately 7.5% for the case with the velocity of 0.17 m/s and

4.5% for the velocity of 0.226 m/s. The maximum flow velocity

reductions downstream from the two nets are 26.3% for the case

with a velocity of 0.226 m/s and 27.5% for a velocity of 0.17 m/s,

respectively. Additionally, the flow velocity decreases by

approximately 13% when passing each net panel.

Overall, the comparison of the deformation and the flow velocity

reduction of the two flexible nets in this simulation with existing

numerical and experimental data presents satisfactory results.
4 Conclusions

The presented paper introduces a new approach for modelling

the flow through fish net panels using SPH method. In this

approach, the net panel is represented by a structure of actual

knots and virtual springs. The hydrodynamic forces on the net are

determined through the interaction between the fluid and the net

knots. This modeling approach offers several advantages over

traditional methods such as the Morison force model or screen

force model, for it removes the unknown force coefficients, which

are typically determined from experimental data and additional

data-fitting algorithm in the force formulation. This reliance on

force coefficients can introduce uncertainty and sensitivity in the
BA

FIGURE 22

Flow-velocity distribution around two flexible nets for inflow velocity of 0.17 m/s: (A) contours on the horizontal plane of Z = -0.15 m and (B)
contours on the vertical plane of Y= 0 m.
BA

FIGURE 23

Flow-velocity distribution around two flexible nets for inflow velocity of 0.226 m/s: (A) contours on the horizontal plane of Z = -0.15 m and (B)
contours on the vertical plane of Y= 0 m.
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results. The SPH method also has the advantage over mesh-based

Eulerian methods that it can handle the challenge when the nets are

in large deformation or collide against other objects.

The proposed numerical model is validated against various

existing experiments and simulations involving fixed and flexible

net panels in steady currents. Both qualitative and quantitative

analyses are conducted to assess the model’s performance. Overall,

the present model demonstrates reasonable accuracy in predicting

hydrodynamic drags on the net, velocity reductions in the wake,

and the deformation of the nets. This indicates that it is acceptable

to represent the cruciform element of the net with square plate

knots, and with an appropriate representation method, the current

loads, net deformations, and disturbed flow velocities can be

well predicted.

However, the computations also reveal a significant dependence

of the net solidity (Sn) on the loads, deformations, and velocity

reductions of the nets. This highlights the need for future research

to develop a more applicable method for modeling the boundary

nets. Additionally, further validations under complex wave and

current-wave conditions should be considered to enhance the

robustness of the model.
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